
bring  inspiration  and  enrichment  
  to your adult forum  

 
 

LPF leaders can help your congregation offer  

inspiring forums on today’s most engaging issues    
 

 and concerns:                           Hunger Amidst Plenty: The U.S. devotes far 
                                                                             fewer resources to reducing poverty and hunger    

   How to Be a Bridge in a World of Walls:  
Explore creative new approaches for getting 

  past the barriers and conflicts we face day by 
day in our family, workplace, or church group.  

  Isn’t it time to discover real answers to the  
complaint,  Does it have to be this hard? 

 

 Biblical Peacemaking:  Promoting neither            
passivity nor violence, Jesus offers a third 
approach to conflict and injustice. We will  
examine this vision, practical insights, and     
how to apply Jesus’ Way of Shalom to the 
various conflicts in our lives and world.  

 
 Global Conflict: Tap LPF’s experience in 
creating conversation space for everyone’s  

   viewpoint, and helping enlarge those views  
    as we explore the conflicts – and the biblical    
      vision of peace with justice – in Egypt, Syria,   

      Afghanistan, Israel-Palestine, the Sudan… 
 

     than most people imagine. This forum explores  
    the reasons  --    and inspiring ways that Christians   
     are challenging the scandal of poverty amidst  
        plenty!  Examples range from volunteering in  

   food banks and meal programs, to Lutheran  
      advocacy, foreign aid, and microenterprise.  

 
  Spirit in Practice:  Help for exploring fresh   
    paths of discipleship in day-to-day life using 
     LPF’s encouraging “Peace Deck” of over fifty 

inspiring quotes and helpful insights. It has  
received a remarkable response from adult  
forums and from youth and women’s groups.  
 

  Discipleship and U.S. Priorities: A fresh 
 approach that goes beyond conservative or  
liberal to sensible.  It uses an interactive LPF  

  computer activity that has gotten raves from 
participants. (Such activities on world hunger and  

 U.S. priorities have inspired over 900,000 people).  
 

a few more options: Simple Living: A Fresh View… Peaceful Parenting... Christian Nonviolence… Challenging  
Prejudice… Domestic Violence… Leadership Training…. Find out why LPF leaders have offered forums for 
over 300 congregations; 15 Lutheran colleges and seminaries; dozens of Youth, Global Mission, WELCA  

and synod gatherings – as well as a United Nations Symposium… and a White House Conference! 

 

comments from forum coordinators: 
 

“Excellent” . . . “Gave a big boost to our group” . . . “An A+” 

“One of the best workshops I’ve ever been to”  

“You reached members across the political spectrum”  

“Just what we needed” . . . “This was so inspiring!” 

 
 

 
 

For more information or to arrange a forum, contact Glen Gersmehl, LPF coordinator:  206.349.2501 or  
ggersmehl@hotmail.com    Lutheran Peace Fellowship, 1710 11th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122    www.LutheranPeace.org 




